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SOME ISOMORPHISMS OF ABELIAN GROUPS
INVOLVING THE TOR FUNCTOR

PATRICK KEEF

(Communicated by Warren J. Wong)

Abstract. Given a reduced group G, the class of groups A such that A =

Tor(.4, G) is studied. A complete characterization is obtained when G is

separable.

Introduction

In this note, the term "group" will mean an abelian p-group for some fixed

prime p . The notation and terminology will generally follow [3]. By a ©c we

mean a direct sum of cyclic groups.

An important result in the study of the Tor functor states that for any group

A there is an isomorphism A = Tor(A, Z»). The purpose of this work is

to explore the class of groups that result when Z «> is replaced by some other

group, i.e., given a group G, find all groups A such that A = Tor(^4, G).

We are primarily concerned with reduced G. Examples of groups A satisfying

A = Tor(A, G) are found of any length not exceeding the length of G. We also

construct examples of groups A that are Tor-idempotent, i.e. A = Tor(A, A).

Our most impressive results occur in the case of separable groups (i.e., groups

with no elements of infinite height). A new characterization of ©^ is given

in terms of iterated torsion products of separable groups. This allows us to

conclude that when G is separable, any group A satisfying A = Tor(A, G) is

a @c and hence that any separable Tor-idempotent group is a ©c.

1. Basic properties

We begin this section with a review of some standard ideas. If a is an

ordinal, a short exact sequence 0—> C -+ B ^ A ^ 0 is pa-pure if it represents

an element of p" Ext(A , C). If this group of extensions is trivial for every C

then A is p"-projective. We assume the standard facts on /?Q-purity that can

be found, for example, in [5]. In particular, ¿»"'-purity is regular purity, and a

/z^-projective is a ©c.
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The following facts on the Tor functor are due to Nunke [13, 14].

Lemma 1.1. Suppose A, B, C, and G are groups, and a is an ordinal.

(a) pa Tor(A, G) = Tor(paA ,pnG).

(b) fTor(A,G)(a) = /»/<;(") + fA(<*)r(pa+lG) + r(pa+xA)fG(a) (where fx

and r(X) denote the Ulm function and rank of X respectively.)

(c) If G is p"'-projective, so is Tor(A, G).

(d) If a is an infinite ordinal and 0—>C—>/?—».4—»0 is pa -pure, so is

0 -> Tor(C, G) -» Tor(77 , G) -» Tor(A , G) - 0.

(e) If Rx, R2 and Sx, S2 are subgroups of A and B respectively, then

Tor(Rx ,Sx)n Tor(R2 , S2) S Tor(Ä, n R2 , Sx n S2).

If G is a group, let ¿7~G denote the class of groups A for which A =

Tor(A, G).

Proposition 1.2. For any group G, the class EFG contains nonzero, reduced

groups, in fact, it contains groups that are ©c.

Proof. If A is a ©c with sufficiently large Ulm invariants, it can be seen from

Lemma 1.1(b) that fA(n) — fror,A G)(zz) for every n < œ. Since Tor(^, G)

will also be a ©c, the result is proven.

The classes !TG are clearly closed under direct sums. Only under special

circumstances, however, are they closed under summands. Observe

!TZ   = {pn - bounded groups}, &~z    = {abelian groups},

and these classes are closed with respect to summands. They are the only ones.

Proposition 1.3. If G is a group, !TG is closed with respect to summands iff G

is cocyclic.

Proof. Suppose ^ is closed with respect to summands. By Proposition 1.2,

there is a nonzero ffic. group A in !TG . If A1 is a cyclic summand of A, say

of order p" , then Á = Tor(^', G) = G[p"]. So G[p"] is cyclic and G is

cocyclic.

Recall that a group is said to be starred if it has the same cardinality as its

basic subgroups and fully starred if every subgroup is starred. The importance

of this notion for the present investigation is contained in the following:

Proposition 1.4. If G is reduced and A is in ¿TG, then A is reduced and fully

starred.

Proof. If a is the length of G, then by Lemma 1.1(a), p"A = Tor(paA, paG)

= 0, so A is reduced. By Corollary 2.5 of [13], Tor(^, G) = A must be fully

starred.

The last proposition shows, for example, that an unbounded torsion complete

group is not in ^G for any reduced G. In another direction, only under certain
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circumstances can totally projective groups, or even ^-groups, be in H~G (see

[15] for the definition of an S-group).

Proposition 1.5. If G is reduced and A in an S-group in ¿TG, then A is a dsc

(i.e., a direct sum of countable groups).

Proof. By Proposition 1.4, A must be reduced. By [16, Corollary 3.6], an

S-group of the form Tox(A, G) = A must be totally projective, and by [6,

Corollary 4], a totally projective group of this form must be a disc.

A group G is C-decomposable iff it has a summand which is a 0f of the

same final rank as G itself. In [4] it was shown that when X and Y are

reduced groups, Tor^, Y) is C-decomposable. We wish to examine the 0f

summands that Tot(X , Y) admits a bit more closely.

We say that a group G is B-decomposable if G has a summand which is

isomorphic to a basic subgroup of G. In particular, if G is Ty-decomposable

and /G(zz) is infinite or 0 for all n < co, then G = A © B, with B isomorphic

to a basic subgroup of G, and the Ulm invariants of B are also infinite or 0.

Therefore, B Sä B © B , and hence G=A®B=A®B®B=G®B.

In general,  B- and  C-decomposability are independent notions.   If A =

\<coZp"^ . then

A®(®H A)

is clearly 5-decomposable, but not C-decomposable.   On the other hand, if

X = ®n<coZp^>   3nd   Y = ®n<a>Zp^ > then

X®(®2«0Y)

is clearly C-decomposable, but not ß-decomposable (these assertions can be

checked using standard facts on direct sums of torsion complete groups; see [3,

§73]). In a positive direction we have:

Proposition 1.6. If G is a fully starred and B-decomposable, then G is C-

decomposable.

Proof. Suppose B is a basic subgroup of G and r(p"G) equals the final rank

of G. For every m > n, pmB is a basic subgroup of p'"G, and since G is

fully starred, r(pmB) — r(pmG) — r(pnG). Therefore, G and B have the same

final rank. Since G has a summand isomorphic to B, G is C-decomposable.

Our interest in Ty-decomposability stems from the following result.

Theorem 1.7. If A and G are reduced groups, then Tor (/I, G) is B-decompos-

able.

Proof. Clearly the direct sum of ß-decomposable groups is 5-decomposable

and any ©f is ¿^-decomposable. First, A = AX®A2 where A2 is bounded, and

r(Ax) equals the final rank of A . Since Tor(^ , G) = Tor(yf, , G)©Tor(^2 , G),

and Tor(A2, G) is bounded and hence a ®c, we may assume that the rank of A

is infinite and equals its final rank. We can clearly make the same assumptions
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about G. Let A1 be a lower basic subgroup of A (so r(A/A') = r(A)). There

is a pure short exact sequence

( * ) 0 -» Tot(a' , G) -* Tor(A ,G)^K^0,

where

K = ®r{A)G = ®n<J®r{A)G).

For n < co,

®r(A)G = (®r(A)G) ® (®r(^)/G(«)Zp"+l ) '

so if 7 = ®n<w{®riA)f (n)ZP"+' ) ' ** follows that K has a summand isomorphic to

7. The purity of (*) easily implies that we can "pull this back" to a summand

of Tor(A , G) isomorphic to 7 . Since 7 = 7 © 7 ,

Tor(^, G) = Tor(.4, G) © (©„< J©^^, )).

Similarly,

Tor(^l, G) = TorM, G) © (©„<(J(©^(„)r(G)Zpn+, )),

from which it follows that Tor(^4, G) has a summand isomorphic to,

®n«o(®fA{n)r(G)+r(A)fa(n)Zpn+i)-

Since r(G) > fG(n) and r(A) > fA(n).

fA(n)r(G) + r(A)fG(n) = fA(n)fG(n) + fA(n)r(G) + r(A)fG(n),

and the theorem follows from Lemma 1.1(b).

Corollary 1.8. If G is reduced and A is in !TG, then A is B- and C-decompos-

able.

Proof. By Proposition 1.4, A will also be reduced, so the result follows from

Propositions 1.6 and 1.7.

We end this section with a computation. In [12] the generalized Prüfer group,

77Q was defined for each ordinal a. If a is infinite, there is a /za-pure exact

sequence

0 -► M ^77  -» Z oo — 0.
nap

For any group A a second p"-pure exact sequence,

0 - Tor(^ , MJ -> Tor(^l, HJ -» A - 0

results. It follows that .4 is /za-projective iff it is a summand of Tor(A, Ha).

This leads to the question: When is it true that these two groups are actually

isomorphic, i.e., when is A e ETH ?   If a  is finite,  77a  is cocyclic and ¡TH

consists of the /za-bounded groups.  Although we do not answer the question

for arbitrary ordinals, we can handle the important case a = co + n .
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Theorem 1.9. Suppose n < co and A is unbounded. Then A is in &~H      iff A
cti+n

is pw+n -projective, B-decomposable and for m < co, fA(m) — r(pm A).

Proof. Since for m < co, fH    (m) — 1 and r(pm+ 77     ) = N0 , we have
co+n

fror(A h    )(»*) = fA(m) ■ l + r(pm+1A) • 1 + fA(m) ■ N0 = r(pmA).

Suppose first that A e ¿K,    .By Lemma 1.1(c), A is /?w+"-projective. By
aj+rt

Corollary 1.8, A must be ^-decomposable. Since fA(m) — fJm,A H   Am) =

r(pmA), we are done.

To establish the converse, note that Mw+n = ®m<wZpn,+¡ = Hw . In particular,

Tor(^4, Mw+n) is a ©c. For every m < co we have,

fA(m) = r(pmA) = fTot{AiMa+n)(m).

So Tor(A, Mm+n) is isomorphic to a basic subgroup of A. As .4 is in-

decomposable and fA(m) is infinite for m < co, we have A = ^4©Tor(^, Mm+n).

Since A is /zw+"-projective,

T°r(A . Hœ+n) = A® Tor(A , Mw+n) S A ,

which proves the result.

Because bounded groups are ®c, it is straightforward, but slightly tedious, to

extend the last result to all pw+"-projective groups by applying Lemma 1.1(b).

2. Examples

In this section we construct some examples. We will use extensively the iter-

ated torsion product Tor(^j, ... , An). This product is both commutative and

associative. To simplify our notation, we write this product multiplicatively,

i.e., AXA2- ■ ■ An. In particular, A" = Tor(.4 , ... , A) (zz-copies) and A — A .

Define A = Z <x, (this makes sense because Z « acts as an identity for Tor).

For a family of groups {^;}/e/ and a group B, we have ®i(AiB) = (®iAi)B,

which we denote simply by ©,^2?. Our examples will use the following simple

observation:

Lemma 2.1. Suppose p is an infinite cardinal, a is an infinite ordinal, and X

0<a
is a reduced group such that p < miná    r(p X). If H is pa-projective, then

XH^(®pH)®XH.

Proof. Suppose X' is a pQ-pure subgroup of X such that X/X' is divisible
a-l

of rank p (if a is isolated we can choose X to be a p -high subgroup, and

if a is a limit such an X' exists by [1]). There is, therefore, a /zQ-pure exact

sequence,

0 -> x'h — XH — ©^77 -» 0,

which must split. So,

XH S (©^77) © X 77 = (©^77) © (©^77) © X 77 s (©^77) © XH.
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If G is a reduced group of length a, by Lemma 1.1 (a) a group in !TG can

have length at most a. The following is a converse to this statement.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose G is a reduced group of length a and ß < a. Then

there is an A in ¿TG of length ß.

Proof. We may clearly assume a is infinite. Suppose 77 is a /za-projective of

length ß (H„, for example). For every finite ordinal n define Xn — ®H G"

(so X0 = ®H Zpoo). Let A = ®n<0)XnH. Clearly A has length ß and

¿G = ®n<J®HG"+l)H^®n<wXn+xH.

If S < a , then N0 < r(p Xx), so by Lemma 2.1,

AG = XxH®(®x<n<wXnH) S {^H)®XxH®(®x<n<ùiXnH) = ®n<wXnH = A ,

which proves the result.

Corollary 2.3. If G is a reduced IT group (i.e., G is isomorphic to an isotype

subgroup of a totally projective group), and ß < a, we can find an A in ¿?~G

which is an IT group of length ß .

Proof. By [9, Corollary 6], the torsion product of IT groups is once again an

IT group. So if G is an IT group and H = Hß, the group A constructed in

Theorem 2.2 will be an IT group.

Recall, we said a group A is Tor-idempotent if A = Tor(A, A), i.e., if A is

in^.

In [8] it was noticed that there are examples of Tor-idempotent groups in the

dsc groups. However, we have the following limitation on this class:

Corollary 2.4. An S-group that is Tor-idempotent is a dsc.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.5.

In a positive direction, in [11], it was noted that if A - ©N Hw   , , A    is

an .4-group (see [7] for a definition of this term) and AG = A G for every

reduced totally projective group G. Therefore, A = A = A , so A is a

Tor-idempotent group of length cox + 1 . More generally we have,

Theorem 2.5. There are reduced Tor-idempotent groups of arbitrary length. In

fact, there are examples which are IT groups.

Proof. Let a be an ordinal, and 77 a reduced totally projective group of length

a whose Ulm invariants are 0 or infinite. For integers j > 1 ,

HJ ® Hj = HHj~X ® HHJ~[ = (77 © 77)77J"' = 7777^' = 777.

Let A = ©0<„<a)77" . By Lemma 1.1(a), A has length a. Since the torsion

product of IT groups is once again an IT group, A is an IT group. Note

¿ = (®0<m<^m)(®0<n<^n) = ®2<j<J®m+n^J) = ®2<]<WHJ.
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Applying Lemma 2.1 we have

A2 - 772 ® (®i£j<wHJ) - (©,o77) © 772 © (®3<J<aHJ) = ®Q<J<toHj = A,

which proves the result.

3. Separable groups

In this section we concentrate on separable groups. Before entering into

our main discussion, we note the following consequence of Shelah's singular

compactness theorem.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose a is a singular cardinal and A is a group of cardinality

a. If every subgroup of A of strictly smaller cardinality is a ®c (i.e., A is an

a- ®c) then A is a ®c.

Proof. This can easily be observed by considering the socle as a valuated vector

space. If S is a subsocle of A and |5| < a, then S must be contained in a

pure subgroup B of A with \B\ < a. Hence B is a ®c and B[p] is a free

valuated vector space containing S. The result follows from the main theorem

of [2].

We separate out the following technical observation for later use.

Lemma 3.2. If Yx, ... ,Ym are subgroups of Xx, ... , Xm respectively, there is

a left exact sequence

0 _ Yx ■■ ■ Ym -> Xx ■ ■ Xm - ®lxXx ■ ■ ■ *,_,(*,/W+> •••**.
Proof. The right map is the obvious one (the diagonal of the natural maps).

The kernel of this is clearly
m

f]Xx--X¡_xYiXi+x--Xm^Yx---Ym,
i=\

where this last isomorphism results from the obvious generalization of Lemma

1.1(e) to iterated torsion products.

For any positive integer n we define a class S?n of separable groups as fol-

lows: a group A is in S?n iff there are separable groups Xx, ... , Xn such that

A is isomorphic to a subgroup of Xx ■ ■ • Xn . Clearly «5^ is the class of all

separable groups. We collect a few elementary properties of these classes in the

following:

Lemma 3.3. Suppose n is a positive integer.

(a) K^K^-
(b) The class S?n is closed with respect to subgroups and direct sums.

(c) If A is in 5^n and G is any group (possibly nonseparable), then ,4G

is in ^ .

(d) If A is in 5?n and G is in 5r°m , then AG is in S^n+m .

(e) A  is in ^  iff there is a torsion complete group B such that A is

isomorphic to a subgroup of B" .
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Proof, (a) If A is in Si'n+l there is an injection.

A-r Xx ■■■XnXn+x £ Xx ■■■Xn_x(XnXn+x)

so A is in S?n .

(b) That <5^ is closed with respect to subgroups is trivial. As to direct sums,

if for i e I, A¡ is isomorphic to a subgroup of X¡ , • • • Xi n , then ®¡eIA¡, is

clearly isomorphic to a subgroup of (®ieIX¡ ,) ■ • • (©/e/^; n).

(c)lf A —> Xx--- Xn is an injection, then

AG^Xx---XnG = Xx---Xn_x(XnG)

is an injection and AG is in S?n .

(d) If A -* Xx ■ ■ ■ Xn and G —► Fj • •• Fw are injections, then there is an

induced map

AG-+Xx-XnYx--Ym

which is clearly an injection.

(e) If A —► Xx ■ ■ ■ Xn is an injection and B is a torsion complete group

containing isomorphic copies of Xx, ... , Xn, then A is clearly isomorphic to

a subgroup of Bn .

Define S^ — (XfLi^n ■ Clearly Lemma 3.2(b) and (c) remain valid if zz is

replaced by co . Our next result gives a rather surprising characterization of the

groups in S^ .

Theorem 3.4. A group A is in «5^ iff A is a ©c.

Proof. Suppose A is a ©c. If C is a cyclic group, for every positive integer

zz, C = C" , so C is in S^ . Since S^ is closed with respect to direct sums,

A is in 3>  .
oo

Conversely, suppose A is in ¿^ . We prove the result by inducting on the

cardinality of A which we denote by a . If a < KQ the result is clear since any

countable separable group is a ©c. Assume now that a is uncountable and the

result is valid for all groups of strictly smaller cardinality.

Case I. a is singular. Note every subgroup of A is in S^ , so by induction,

every subgroup of strictly smaller cardinality is a ©c. By Lemma 3.1, this case

is established.

Case II. a is regular. Construct a filtration {Af}i<a of A consisting of pure

subgroups. If zz is a positive integer there are separable groups Xx , ... , Xn+X

such that A can be identified with a subgroup of Xx ■ ■ ■ Xn+X . There is no loss

of generality in assuming that all the X 's have cardinality a. By a standard

"back-and-forth" argument (easy, but rather messy to write down), there is a cub

(closed and unbounded) CnÇa and nitrations {Xx ¡}i<a, ... , {Xn+X ¡}i<a of

Xx , ... , Xn+1 respectively, such that for all i eCn,

A^An(Xxy--xn+X:!).
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If i and j are in Cn with i < j, then using Lemma 2.1, the above equation

and some easy diagram chasing, there is a diagram

0   - At - Aj -   A]/Ai    -   0
I I i

where
n+l

ô = © ^1,7 • • ' Xk-lj(Xk,j/Xk, ()^jfc+l,; ' ■ ■ ̂b+1 J '
fe=l

whose vertical arrows are injective. By Lemma 3.3(b) and (c), Q is in S' , so

Aj/Ai is in S?n , also.

Let C = n^l i C„ ■  So C is also a cub in a and for all i, j in C with

i < j, Aj/Ai is in Ç\\=xS?n = •9'00. By induction, Aj/Ai is a ®c. Suppose

c: a —► C is a continuous bijection. Since each /1; is a pure subgroup, the short

exact sequence

0 ~* Ac(i) ~* Ac(i+\) -> Ac(i+\)lAc(i) ~* °

splits, implying that A S ®ieaAc{i+l)/Ac{¡) is a ©c.

Corollary 3.5. Suppose G is a separable group and A is in ¿TG. Then A is a

®c.

Proof. Clearly A  is separable.   If A is in S" , then since G is in S". , by

Lemma 3.3(d), A = AG will be in S"n+X . Therefore, A must be in S^ , i.e.,

it is a ©c.

Corollary 3.6. If A is a separable Tor-idempotent group, then A is a ®c.

Proof. This follows from the last Corollary, since A being Tor-idempotent

means A is in ^ .

4. More examples

We conclude with some examples which illuminate the results of §3.

Example 1. If G is reduced, but not separable, there may be separable A in

¿TG which are not ®c. For example, if G = Hw+n , many examples can be

constructed using Theorem 1.9.

Example 2. For separable G, Corollary 3.5 implies that the class £FG depends

only on the cardinals fG(n), r(p"G) and not on the particular structure of G

at all. In fact, !TG consists of exactly those ©c whose Ulm functions satisfy

Lemma 1.1(b). This fails to be the case when G is reduced, but not separable.

For example, suppose G = ffi2No77((;+1 , B = ®„<a)Z „+i , and G' = G © B.

Clearly fG(a) = fG>(a) and r(paG) = r(paG') for every ordinal a . Since G is

a dsc, so is Tor(G, G), and it can easily be seen that they have the same Ulm

function. Therefore, G is in !TG . However, G is not in ^/, since Tor(G, G1)

has a summand Tor(G, B) which is not a dsc (see [14, Theorem 6]).
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Example 3. By Lemma 3.3(a) the classes S?n form a descending chain. To see

that they are distinct we can proceed as follows. If zzz is a positive integer, X

is a separable group of cardinality Nm and {F,},<K    is a filtration of X, let

r'mX = {i:po>(X/Yi)¿0}cKm

and TmX be the image of T^X in the usual quotient boolean algebra. It

is straightforward to construct a separable group Xm such that TmXm ^ 0.

Clearly A = Xx X2 ■ ■ ■ Xn is in ^ . If A were in ¿^n+x , then A would be a

subgroup of Yx ■ ■ ■ Yn+X for some separable Y 's. Clearly we may assume that

each Y has cardinality at most Kfl . By [10, Theorem 5] Yx • • ■ Yn+X is a ©c .

However, by [10, Theorem 7] A is not a © . This contradiction implies that

A is in ^ , but not in ¿5^+1 .

For a separable group X, let p(X) denote the largest n = \ ,2, ... , oo such

that X is in S*n . Our last example constructs for each positive integer zz a

group A with p(A) = n. Observe that if y is a subgroup of X, we have

p(X) < p(Y), i.e., p reverses orderings. Because of Lemma 3.3(e) and the

importance of torsion complete groups, the following is of interest.

Example 4. Suppose B is a torsion complete group of final rank KQ . For any

positive integer zz we have,

mis      f«>      ifzz<a;
P(B ) = i -,

I co,    if n > a.

To verify this assertion, observe first that we may ignore any bounded summand,

so we assume that the rank of B is the same as the final rank. If n > a, B" is

a ffic by [10, Theorem 5]. If n < a , subgroups Xx, ... , Xn of B can easily be

constructed satisfying the conditions in Example 3. Then A = Xx ■ ■ ■ Xn ç Bn ,

so zz < p(B") < p(A) = n , i.e., p(Bn) = n .

This last example implies that p(B") depends only on the final rank of B.

This, in turn, clearly depends only on the size of the continuum, c = 2 °. In

other words, the size of the continuum is to a certain extent determined by the

Tor functor.
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